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ALTERNATIVE TOWER OPTION: A SUMMARY OF COMPLIANCE WITH
RELEVANT APPROVAL CRITERIA AND LAND USE STANDARDS
ZONING DESIGNATION
Community Residential
Development (D-RS2)
Subdistrict
(10.21,N)

Cross-references:

The alternative 190-foot tall lattice support telecommunications
tower is proposed to be located in the D-RS2 subdistrict. Utility
facilities (defined to include cell towers) are allowed in the D-RS2
subdistrict with a permit if they are found to be compatible with
residential uses. See Section 10.21,N,3,c(23). The alternative
tower has been sited to be as far away from the nearest
residential dwelling (approximately 800 feet) as is practicable,
taking into account (1) the topography and elevation necessary to
close the FirstNet coverage gap, (2) the tower height, and (3) the
infeasibility of siting the tower on any other parcel within the ½mile search ring mandated by AT&T/FirstNet. Due to the nature
of the project and the FAA no-hazard determination requiring the
tower to be lit, portions of the tower may be visible from some
nearby residential dwellings; however, the siting and design of
the tower will mitigate any adverse impacts to nearby existing
residential uses in the D-RS2 subdistrict.

 Attachment B
(FAA No-Hazard
Determination and
Explanation)
 Attachment D
(Visual Impact Analysis)

GENERAL CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL (10.24) AND DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS (10.25)
Right, Title or Interest
(10.24)

Land Division History
(10.24)

Technical & Financial
Capacity
(10.24,A & 10.25,C)

Comprehensive Land
Use Plan (CLUP)
(10.24,E)

Public Health, Safety, &
General Welfare;
Impact on Services
(CLUP, § 4.3,E & 10.25,H)

Rising Tide has entered into a Third Amendment to Lease
Agreement with the landowner to lease a 40,000 square foot
portion of Tax Map 2, Lot 49. The Third Amendment also includes
a 50-foot wide access and utility easement along the length of
the proposed driveway. Rising Tide has sufficient right, title or
interest to give it a legally cognizable expectation of having the
power to use the leased premises to construct the alternative
tower.

 Attachment C
(Third Amendment to
Lease Agreement)

For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s application related
filings, the alternative tower will not create a subdivision.

 Written Testimony of A.
Dixon, [9/17/21] Exh. 1
 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A

For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s application and related
filings, Rising Tide has adequate technical and financial capacity
to construct the alternative tower in compliance with all
environmental laws and rules.

 Written Testimony of A.
Dixon, [9/17/21] Exh. 1
 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A

For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s application and related
filings, the alternative tower satisfies the applicable policy
objectives of the CLUP.

 Written Testimony of A.
Dixon, [9/17/21] Exh. 1
 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A

For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s application and related
filings, the alternative tower satisfies the general public health,
safety, and welfare standards, and the normal operation of the
project will place no undue burden on local public facilities and
services.

 Written Testimony of A.
Dixon, [9/17/21] Exh. 1
 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A
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Vehicular Circulation,
Access, & Parking
(10.24,B & 10.25,D; see
also 10.27,D)

Harmonious Fit; Existing
Uses, Scenic Character,
Natural Character &
Cultural Resources
(10.24,C & 10.25,E)

For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s application and related
filings, adequate provision has been made for loading, parking
and circulation; traffic movement in, on, and from the site; and
the alternative tower will not cause congestion or unsafe
transportation conditions.

 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A
&B

Historic Resources: For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s
application and related filings, the alternative tower will have no
adverse impact on historic resources.

 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A,
D, E, & F
 Attachment B
(FAA No-Hazard
Determination and
Explanation)
 Attachment D
(Visual Impact Analysis)

Scenic Character: Terrence DeWan of TJD&A has prepared
additional viewshed maps, photosimulations, and assessment of
the alternative tower with the FAA-required light. It is the expert
opinion of Mr. DeWan that the alternative tower, including the
FAA-required light, will not have an undue adverse effect on the
scenic character of the area and will have a lesser scenic impact
than the proposed 300-foot tower. With respect to the specific
elements of this review standard, we note the following:
 Tower Design: The alternative tower is proposed to be 110
feet shorter than the 300-foot tower and will appear much
shorter from most vantage points. It is proposed to be
constructed from non-reflective materials and the lattice
structure will appear textured, thus blending it against a
natural backdrop.
 Lighting: The FAA-required light will be visible in the context of
other existing light sources—including significant lighting in
Rangeley Village, several other towers with lights, and the
airport lights—from a limited number of vantage points.
 Location: The alternative tower will be significantly less visible
than the 300-foot tower from surrounding residential uses, as
clearly shown by the one-mile viewshed analysis.
 Visibility from Roads: The alternative tower will be visible from
short segments along certain public roadways. The places
where the tower will be visible are specific and not extensive.
The existing cell towers are also visible from many of these
locations.
 Visibility from Scenic Byway: The alternative tower will be seen
for approximately 500 feet (northbound only), which
translates to 7.5 seconds of visibility at 55 mph. During that
time, a traveler will also see the bright lights of Rangeley
Village.
 Visibility from Downtown Rangeley and Saddleback: The
visibility of the alternative tower will be limited by distance
and existing vegetation.
 Visibility from Waterbodies: The alternative tower will appear
against a developed background that includes lit towers from
discrete parts of certain waterbodies. Compared to the 300foot tower:
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Rangeley Lake: The alternative tower will be seen over
less of Rangeley Lake. It will not appear above the
background mountains.



Haley Pond: The alternative tower will be significantly less
visible at day and night due to its reduced height and
shifted location and the presence of vegetation.



Gull Pond: The alternative tower will be slightly less
visible at day and night.

 Visibility from the AT: Hikers may see the distant views of the
alternative tower from short and discrete segments of the AT
in the context of existing lights from at least two cell towers,
the airport, and a developed and brightly lit Rangeley Village.
Note that, although the section between The Horn and
Saddleback Mountain is above tree line, it meanders through
the landscape offering a varied and constantly changing
perspective—thus, views will not always focused in the
direction of the tower. Also, it is highly unlikely that hikers
would hike this section of the AT after dusk, when the FAArequired light would be most visible, due to the dangers of
night hiking in such terrain.
 Visibility from Public Property: The alternative tower’s daytime
appearance from Rangeley Lake State Park, Haley Pond
Municipal Park, and the Dallas Plantation Town Office will be
minimized by the effects of distance and the open texture of
the latticework structure seen against the mountains. It is
highly unlikely that observers will see the FAA-required light
after dusk, as both the municipal park and town office are
closed and the state park beach gets virtually no use after
sunset. Also, the FAA-required light will be screened from view
from individual state park campsites by vegetation. Compared
to the 300-foot tower, the alternative tower will have less
visual impact during day and night on these public properties.
In sum, the alternative tower has been sited and designed to
reasonably minimize its visual impact on the surrounding area
and to fit harmoniously into the existing natural environment.
The record clearly shows that, compared to the 300-foot tower,
the alternative tower with the FAA-required light will have
reduced visual impacts both at day and night on high-value scenic
resources, existing uses, and the scenic character of the
surrounding area.
Noise & Lighting
(10.25,F)

Soil Suitability
(10.24,D & 10.25,G)

For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s application and related
filings, the alternative tower satisfies the noise requirements of
Section 10.25,F. Additionally, lighting required by the FAA for air
traffic safety is exempt from the lighting standards.

 Written Testimony of A.
Dixon, [9/17/21] Exh. 1
 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A

For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s application and related
filings, the soils on the leased parcel are suitable for the
construction of the alternative tower and driveway.

 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A
&G
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(10.25,L)

For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s application and related
filings, the standards of Section 10.25,L are met.

 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A

Erosion &
Sedimentation Control

For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s application and related
filings, the standards of Section 10.25,M are met.

 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A,
B, & H

For the reasons set forth in Rising Tide’s application and related
filings, the alternative tower will have no unreasonable adverse
impacts on any protected natural resources.

 Supplemental Filing
No. 1 [10/15/21] Att. A
&I

Phosphorus Control

(10.24,D & 10.25,M)

Protected Natural
Resources
(10.25,P)

DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS (10.26)
Minimum Lot Size

The alternative tower meets the minimum lot size of 40,000
square feet pursuant to Section 10.26,A,2.

Minimum Setbacks

The alternative tower meets all minimum setbacks pursuant to
Section 10.26,D.

Maximum Height

Structures containing no floor area such as towers may exceed
the maximum height; thus, the alternative tower meets the
requirements of Section 10.26,F,4,a.

ACTIVITY-SPECIFIC STANDARDS (10.27)
Signs
(10.27,J)

No advertising signage is proposed at the alternative tower
facility. The project will include four small cautionary and
regulatory signs, identical to those proposed for the 300-foot tall
tower. The placement of these signs will not produce undue
adverse impacts on the resources and uses in the area.
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B
FAA NO-HAZARD DETERMINATION
AND EXPLANATION

C
THIRD AMENDMENT
TO LEASE AGREEMENT

D
VISUAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

January 28, 2022
TO:
FR:

Megan McGuire / Black Diamond
Terry DeWan / TJD&A

RE:

REVIEW OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECT
190’ ALTERNATIVE TOWER OPTION, DALLAS PLT

The following memo summarizes the potential visual effect of a 190’ lit communications tower
off Dallas Hill Road in Dallas PLT and compares it to the potential effect of a 300’ lit tower
approximately 0.4 miles west of the current site. The observations and conclusions in this
report are based upon the following material, which is incorporated into this submission:
• Revised daytime and nighttime photosimulations dated January 4, 2022, showing the
alternative tower location from four different viewpoints. The images incorporate the
same base photography that was used for the photosimulations prepared for the 300’
tower, dated July 2, 2021.
• Comparative matrix that summarizes the potential visual effect of both the 300’ tower
and the 190’ alternate tower option.
• Revised viewshed maps (3), dated December 22, 2021, of the 8-mile Area of Potential
Effect (APE) that a) show where the 190’ alternate tower may be visible within an 8-mile
radius; b) show where the 300’ tower may be visible; and c) compare the visibility of
both towers.
• Detailed viewshed maps (2), dated January 20, 2022, that show where the FAArequired aviation warning light would be visible within a one-mile radius of both the
300’ tower and 190’ alternate tower locations.
VISUAL EFFECT ON SCENIC RESOURCES
Rangeley Lake State Park
• While both the 300’ tower and the 190’ alternative towers would technically be visible
during the day, their appearance will be muted by distance and the open texture of the
latticework structure as seen against the mountains.
• After sunset, the lights on both the towers may be visible. However, the park
gatekeeper reports that the state park beach (where the photosimulation was taken)
gets virtually no use after sunset. As noted in the earlier submission, none of the
campsites within the state park have direct views to the north toward the tower
location.

• To those who may see it, either tower light would be seen in the context of existing
lights associated with the Rangeley Saddleback Inn, streetlights and other businesses on
Main Street, in addition to the light on an existing communications tower on Route 4
(3.0 miles from the beach). The light from the communications tower would be seen in
the context of an already lit and developed landscape.
• The tower does not appear above the background mountains in either location.
• From this viewpoint, the 190’ alternative tower would appear further from the
prominent peaks of Crocker, Redington, and Sugarloaf (as seen in Photosimulation 1)
than the 300’ tower, and thus would have a slightly less visual impact on the view
toward those peaks.
• ANALYSIS: Compared to the 300’ tower, the 190’ alternative tower would have a
lesser impact on the view of the prominent peaks in the background and would have a
comparable impact on the view over Rangeley Lake. Given the already lit and
developed surrounding landscape and the virtually nonexistent use of the state park
beach after sunset, the 190’ alternative tower and the FAA-required aviation warning
light will not have an undue adverse effect on the continued use and enjoyment of the
State Park.
Rangeley Lakes National Scenic Byway
• From the viewpoint on the Scenic Byway east of Sunrise View Farms approximately half
of the 300’ tower would appear above the horizon in a broad valley between Black
Nubble and Crocker Mountain. The lower portion of the latticework structure would be
difficult to detect at 3 miles; the portion above the horizon would show a higher degree
of contrast in color and form and may be more noticeable.
• The 190’ alternative tower, on the other hand, will not appear above the horizon, as
seen in Photosimulation 2. Approximately 90±% of the tower would be seen against the
wooded hillside in the midground. The latticework tower would be very difficult to
detect due to the open design and effect of distance.
• From this viewpoint the motorist’s eye is drawn to the distinctive profile of the
mountains in the background and the approaching development in Rangeley village in
the midground (at about one mile). Because of its reduced height, the 190’ tower would
be substantially less visible than the 300’ tower during the daytime.
• During the evening and at night, the light on the 300’ tower would appear
approximately 10 degrees to the west of the scenic byway, against the sky just above
the lower flank of Crocker Mountain.
• For the 190’ alternative tower, the light will appear approximately 5 degrees west of the
scenic byway (i.e., closer to the lights of Rangeley Village) and against the backdrop of
Crocker Mountain.
• Due to the presence of roadside vegetation on the west side of the byway, visibility of
the light on either tower would be limited to approximately 600 feet during leaf-on
conditions. At 55 MPH, either light would be visible to north-bound motorists for 7.5±
seconds.
• ANALYSIS: Compared to the 300’ tower, the 190’ alternative tower would have less of
an impact on the views from the Scenic Byway during the daytime and a comparable
2

impact at night. Given the already lit and developed surrounding landscape and the
short duration of visibility of the tower to motorists due to existing vegetation, the
190’ alternative tower and the FAA-required aviation warning light will not have an
undue adverse effect on the continued use and enjoyment of this short segment of
the 35.6-mile Rangeley Lakes Scenic Byway.
Lakeside Park, Rangeley
• The focus of the park to the west is Rangeley Lake and the westerly view toward the
mountains. The view to the east, where Photosimulation 3 was taken, includes parking
lots and the backside of several buildings that front on Main Street.
• Due to its reduced height and location relative to the trees in the village, the 190’
alternate tower would not be visible from this location in Lakeside Park during leaf-on
conditions, and therefore would have no visual effect during daytime hours when leaves
are on the trees.
• If the light were to be visible from the park during leaf-off conditions, and especially after
dark, it would be seen in the context of the many existing Main Street streetlights, store
lights, vehicle lights, and other light sources in Rangeley village. Due to its reduced height
and shifted location, the 190’ tower light would have substantially less visual impact than
the 300’ tower at this viewpoint, if it were to be visible at all.
• ANALYSIS: Compared to the 300’ tower, the 190’ alternative tower would have
substantially less impact on views from the park both during the daytime and at night.
Given the already lit and developed landscape surrounding the park and the reduced
tower height and location relative to existing vegetation, the 190’ alternative tower and
the FAA-required aviation warning light will not have an undue adverse effect on the
continued use and enjoyment of Lakeside Park in Rangeley.
Haley Pond Park, Rangeley
• While Haley Pond Park is not a rated waterbody, it is a local attraction in Rangeley Village.
The western shoreline is characterized by relatively dense residential development. The
park is very close to the development and lights on Main Street in Rangeley village.
• Slightly more than half of the 190’ tower (approximately 100’) would be visible above the
horizon. Approximately 200’ of the 300’ tower would be visible from Haley Pond Park.
• The 300’ tower would be prominently visible rising above a midground ridge on the
eastern side of the pond. The 190’ alternative tower location would be partially screened
by existing vegetation.
• As seen in Photosimulation 4, the 190’ tower would have substantially less visual impact
at this viewpoint during both daytime and nighttime hours than the 300’ tower due to its
reduced height and shifted location.
• ANALYSIS: Compared to the 300’ tower, the 190’ alternative tower would have
substantially less impact on views from the park both during the daytime and at night.
Given the reduced height and location relative to existing vegetation, the 190’
alternative tower and the FAA-required aviation warning light will not have an undue
adverse effect on the continued use and enjoyment of Haley Pond Park.
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Appalachian National Scenic Trail
• The viewshed maps indicate that the alternate tower location (i.e., 190’ lit tower) would
be periodically visible from approximately 0.75 mile of the Appalachian Trail, which is
slightly less than the area that would be affected by the 300-foot tower. A section of the
viewshed map that compares the visibility of both the 300-foot tower and the 190-foot
tower is included as Figure 1 on the following page.
• The dot pattern on the viewshed map indicates that views of the tower would not be
continuous throughout this segment due to the irregular topography. As seen in the
Google aerial photograph (Figure 2), mountaintop vegetation within the AT corridor will
filter some of the views.
• The aerial photo also shows the location of the meandering trail within the corridor, often
taking sharp changes in direction that will limit the time that a hiker will be able to see the
tower.
• The context where the tower will be seen is important in understanding the visual effect.
The accompanying screen shot from GoogleEarth (Figure 3) taken from a point near the
summit of Saddleback Mountain, shows both the 300’ tower (yellow) and the 190’
alternate tower location (green) to the left. This image shows that the either tower and
tower light would be seen in the context of Rangeley village, the existing communications
tower adjacent to the Scenic Byway near Sunrise View Farm (blue-green), and the
Rangeley airport (to the right and above the 300’ tower).
• The screen shot also demonstrates the difference in height between the 300’ tower and
the 190’ alternate tower. While the lattice structure will make either tower difficult to
recognize as distinct objects at a distance of 5± miles, the 190’ tower will appear to be
approximately half the height of the 300’ tower. (Note that this image does not show the
trees surrounding the base of the tower that would decrease each by 40± feet.)
• The 190’ communication tower may be visible to someone who was looking for it, but not
to the casual observer, due to its design and open lattice construction. The white FAArequired aviation warning lights will be visible during the day and seen in a landscape that
already has other lit towers and other light sources.
• ANALYSIS: Compared to the 300’ tower, the 190’ alternative tower would have less of
an impact on views from the AT. Given the screening effects of mountaintop vegetation,
the distance of the tower from the AT, the reduced height and change in tower location,
and the already lit and developed landscape surrounding Rangeley village, the 190’
tower may have a minor effect on the continued use and enjoyment of intermittent
portions of this 3/4-mile segment of the Appalachian Trail above Saddleback ski area.
However, for the reasons stated above, the presence of the tower does not rise to an
undue adverse effect.
CONCLUSION
The Applicant’s 190’ alternative tower is proposed to be relocated and reduced in height by
over 100 feet. While the intent was to eliminate the need for aircraft warning lights, the FAA
determined that one light on the top of the tower would still be needed to assure the safety of
approaching aircraft into the Rangeley airport. Midpoint lights will not be required.
4

As noted above, while there will be intermittent visibility of the tower and the FAA warning
light from several locations on water bodies, the AT, the scenic byway, and other public
properties within the 8-mile area of potential effect, the communications tower has been
located and designed to reasonably minimize its visual impact on the surrounding area. In my
expert opinion, the tower and the additional light should not constitute an undue adverse
effect on existing uses or the scenic character of the scenic and recreational resources of the
surrounding landscape.

The Horn

Saddleback Mountain

Figure 1. Enlarged portion of viewshed map showing Appalachian Trail between Saddleback
Mountain and The Horn. Yellow indicates potential visibility of FAA-required aviation warning
light from both 190-foot and 300-foot towers. Purple indicates additional area of potential
visibility from 300-foot tower.
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The Horn

Saddleback Ski Area

Saddleback Mountain

Figure 2. Google Earth photograph showing meandering route of the Appalachian Trail
between Saddleback Mountain and The Horn.
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300’ Tower

190’ Alt. Tower

Existing Tower

Rangeley Airport

Rangeley
Lake
Rangeley Village

Saddleback Ski Area

Figure 3. Google Earth view from Appalachian Trail near Saddleback Mountain looking west to
Rangeley and proposed Project.
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REVISED PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Telecommunications Facility, Dallas Plantation, ME

Attachment B: Visual Simulations

VIEWPOINT 1: Rangeley Lake State Park
VIEWPOINT

CONTEXT MAP

Rangeley Lake State Park, Rangeley
Beach & Picnic Area
View looking northeast from the Beach and Picnic Area in Rangeley Lake State Park.

Rangeley Lake

IMAGE DATA
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1
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VIEWPOINT 1: Rangeley Lake State Park
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VIEWPOINT 1: Rangeley Lake State Park
EXISTING
CONDITIONS
VIEWPOINT 1
Beach & Picnic
Area
Dusk
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VIEWPOINT 1: Rangeley Lake State Park
VISUAL
SIMULATION
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When printed on
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VIEWPOINT 2: Rangeley Lakes National Scenic Byway (Route 4)
VIEWPOINT

CONTEXT MAP

Rangeley Lakes National Scenic Byway (Route 4), Rangeley
Route 4
View looking east from Route 4, part of the Rangeley Lakes National Scenic Byway.

IMAGE DATA
PHOTO

LOCATION

June 11 2021

Viewpoint #

2

Time
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Camera

NIKON D750

Latitude

44.968135°

Resolution

300 dpi

Longitude
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Focal Length
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Direction of View

East

Viewer Eye Elevation 1,709 Feet

Distance to Tower

3.2 Miles
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VIEWPOINT 2: Rangeley Lakes National Scenic Byway (Route 4)
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VIEWPOINT 2
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Night
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VIEWPOINT 3: Lakeside Park
VIEWPOINT

CONTEXT MAP

Lakeside Park, Rangeley
Park Peninsula
View looking east from the westernmost peninsula in Lakeside Park.
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East
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VIEWPOINT 3: Lakeside Park
VISUAL
SIMULATION
VIEWPOINT 3
Park Peninsula
Day

The tower is shown
in red to illustrate the
location and size of
proposed tower, which
would be blocked by
existing vegetation
during leaf-on
conditions. There may
be possible filtered
visibility during leaf-off
conditions.
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VIEWPOINT 3: Lakeside Park
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CONDITIONS
VIEWPOINT 3
Park Peninsula
Night
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replicate actual view.
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VIEWPOINT 3: Lakeside Park
VISUAL
SIMULATION
VIEWPOINT 3
Park Peninsula
Night

The tower is shown in
white with red lights to
illustrate its nighttime
appearance if the
intervening vegetation
was no longer present.
However, views of the
proposed tower would
be blocked by existing
vegetation during
leaf-on conditions.
There may be possible
filtered visibility during
leaf-off conditions.

IMAGE NOTE
When printed on
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viewer should hold this
image approximately
21 inches from eye to
replicate actual view.
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VIEWPOINT 4: Haley Pond Park
VIEWPOINT

CONTEXT MAP

Haley Pond Park, Rangeley
Boat Launch Ramp
View looking east from the Boat Launch Ramp in Haley Pond Park.
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VIEWPOINT 4: Haley Pond Park
VISUAL
SIMULATION
VIEWPOINT 4
Boat Launch
Ramp
Day
The tower is shown
in red to illustrate the
location and size of
proposed tower, which
would be partially
screened at this
location by existing
vegetation.

IMAGE NOTE
When printed on
11x17 inch paper,
viewer should hold this
image approximately
21 inches from eye to
replicate actual view.
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VIEWPOINT 4: Haley Pond Park
VISUAL
SIMULATION
VIEWPOINT 4
Boat Launch
Ramp
Night
The tower is shown in
white with red lights to
illustrate its nighttime
appearance without
the existing evergreen
tree.

IMAGE NOTE
When printed on
11x17 inch paper,
viewer should hold this
image approximately
21 inches from eye to
replicate actual view.
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D
VISUAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

COMPARATIVE MATRIX

DALLAS PLANTATION
VISUAL EFFECTS: 300’ LIT TOWER V. 190’ LIT TOWER
The following matrix summarizes the differences in visual effect between the 300’ tower described in the original visual assessment and the 190’
alternative tower option. Both towers would use the same fixture (L-865/L-864 Med. Dual system with red at night and white during the day) at
the top of the towers. However, the FAA requires additional intermediary lighting at the midpoint of the 300’ tower but would not require any
midpoint lighting on the 190’ tower. The observations in the matrix are based on the viewshed analyses and photosimulations prepared by
TJD&A for both the 300’ and the 190’ towers.
LOCATION
1A: Rangeley Lake
State Park: Daytime
1B: Rangeley Lake
State Park:
Nighttime

300’ LIT TOWER
5.75 miles to beach and picnic area.
Latticework tower would be virtually
invisible due to the open design and
effect of distance.
Light would appear against the
backdrop of Crocker, Redington, and
Sugarloaf Mountains.

190’ LIT TOWER
5.74 miles to beach and picnic area.
Latticework tower would be virtually
invisible due to the open design and
effect of distance.
The light would be slightly more visible
on the 190’ tower would be seen
farther to the east (by 0.25 mile) than
the 300’ tower and farther from the
prominent peaks of Crocker, Redington,
and Sugarloaf Mountains.

ANALYSIS
While the lights on both the 190’
and 300’ towers may be visible after
dark, the park gatekeeper reports
that the state park beach gets
virtually no use after sunset. To
those who may see it, the tower
light would be seen in the context
of existing light sources on Main
Street in Rangeley (e.g., the
Rangeley Saddleback Inn) south of
the village center, in addition to the
light on an existing communications
tower on Route 4 (3.0 miles from
the beach). The tower does not
appear above the background
mountains in either location. While
the light would be visible in both
locations, the 190’ tower would be
seen further from the prominent
peaks of Crocker, Redington, and
Sugarloaf, and thus would have a
slightly less visual impact on the
view toward those peaks. Any
additional light impacts would occur
within an already lit landscape.

LOCATION
2A: Rangeley Lakes
National Scenic
Byway: Daytime

2B: Rangeley Lakes
National Scenic
Byway: Nighttime

3A: Lakeside Park:
Daytime

300’ LIT TOWER
3.07 miles to the viewpoint on Scenic
Byway east of Sunrise View Farms.
From here approximately half of the
tower would appear above the
horizon in a broad valley between
Black Nubble and Crocker Mountain.
The lower portion of the latticework
structure would be difficult to detect
at this distance; the portion above
the horizon would show a higher
degree of contrast in color and form
and may be more noticeable.
Light would appear approximately 10
degrees to the west of the scenic
byway, against the sky just above the
lower flank of Crocker Mountain.

190’ LIT TOWER
3.17 miles to the viewpoint on Scenic
Byway east of Sunrise View Farms.
From this viewpoint the tower will not
appear above the horizon. Most of the
tower (90±%) will be seen against the
wooded hillside in the midground. The
latticework tower would be very
difficult to detect due to the open
design and effect of distance.

ANALYSIS
From this viewpoint the motorist’s
eye is drawn to the distinctive
profile of the mountains in the
background and the approaching
development in Rangeley village in
the midground (at about one mile).
Because of its reduced height, the
190’ tower would be substantially
less visible than the 300’ tower
during the daytime.

Light will appear approximately 5
degrees west of the scenic byway (i.e.,
closer to the lights of Rangeley Village)
and against the backdrop of Crocker
Mountain.

2.03 miles to the viewpoint on
Lakeside Park on Rangeley Lake in
Rangeley. The tower would be visible
through a gap in the vegetation
surrounding the village. It would be
seen in context with utility poles,
buildings, and the other forms of
development in Rangeley village.

2.10 miles to the viewpoint on Lakeside
Park. During leaf-on conditions, tower
would be totally screened at this
location by intervening vegetation
(woods and street trees in Rangeley).

Due to the presence of roadside
vegetation on the west side of the
byway, visibility of the light on
either tower would be limited to
approximately 600 feet during leafon conditions. At 55 MPH, the light
would be visible to north-bound
motorists for 7.5± seconds.
The focus of the park is its location
on Rangeley Lake and the westerly
view toward the mountains. The
affected view also includes parking
lots and the backside of several
buildings that front on Main Street.
Due to its reduced height and
shifted location, the 190’ tower
would have no visual impact during
the daytime at this viewpoint.

LOCATION
3B: Lakeside Park:
Nighttime

300’ LIT TOWER
The tower light would be visible against
the sky but would appear dimmer than
the other light sources found along Main
Street in Rangeley.

190’ LIT TOWER
The light would be blocked by
intervening vegetation from this
location during leaf-on conditions.
Without leaves, the tower light may
be somewhat visible, filtered
through trees.

4A: Haley Pond
Park: Daytime

1.80 miles to viewpoint on Haley Pond.
Approximately 200’ of the 300’ tower
would appear above the horizon, rising in
a prominent position above the
undeveloped eastern shore of the pond.

4B: Haley Pond
Park: Nighttime

The tower light would be the brightest
object in the night view from the park.
Lights from several homes are also visible
along the shoreline.

1.87 miles to Haley Pond Park.
From this location the tower would
be partially screened by foreground
pines. Slightly more than half of the
190’ tower (approximately 100’)
would be visible above the horizon.
The light for the 190’ tower would
be seen in a less prominent position
in the night sky as seen from Haley
Pond Park.

ANALYSIS
Wherever the light may be visible in
the park, it would be seen in the
context of streetlights, store lights,
and other light sources in Rangeley
village. Due to its reduced height
and shifted location, the 190’ tower
light would have substantially less
visual impact than the 300’ tower at
this viewpoint.
Haley Pond is not rated by the state
for its scenic value. The western
shoreline is characterized by
relatively dense residential
development. The park is very close
to the development and lights on
Main Street in Rangeley village. Due
to its reduced height and shifted
location, the 190’ tower would have
substantially less visual impact
during both daytime and nighttime
hours than the 300’ tower at this
viewpoint.
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